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Abstract
The recent observation (Gorbachev et al 2014 Science 346 448) of nonlocal resistanceRNL near the
Dirac point (DP) ofmultiterminal graphene on aligned hexagonal-boron nitride (G/hBN)has been
interpreted as the consequence of topological valleyHall currents carried by the Fermi sea states just
beneath the bulk gapEg induced by inversion symmetry breaking. However, the corresponding valley
Hall conductivity sxy

v , quantized inside Eg, is not directlymeasurable. Conversely, the Landauer–

Büttiker formula, as a numerically exact approach to observable nonlocal transport quantities, yields
RNL≡ 0 for the same simplisticHamiltonian of gapped graphene that generates s ¹ 0xy

v via the Kubo

formula.We combine ab initiowith quantum transport calculations to demonstrate thatG/hBNwires
with zigzag edges host dispersive edge states near theDP that are absent in theories based on the
simplisticHamiltonian. Although such edge states exist also in isolated zigzag graphenewires, aligned
hBN is required tomodify their energy–momentumdispersion and generate ¹R 0NL near theDP.
The Fermi surface-determined edge currents carrying the nonlocal signal persist also in the presence
of edge disorder and over long distances. Concurrently, they resolve the long-standing puzzle of why
the highly insulating state of G/hBN is rarely observed.Thus, we conclude that the observed RNL is
unrelated to Fermi sea topological valley currents conjectured for gappedDirac spectra.

The recentmeasurements [1] of a sharply peaked nonlocal resistanceRNL in a narrow energy range near the
Dirac point (DP) ofmultiterminal graphene on hexagonal-boron nitride (G/hBN) heterostructures have been
interpreted as themanifestation of the valleyHall effect (VHE) [2–5]. In this interpretation, injecting charge
current I3 between leads 3 and 4 of the device illustrated infigure 1 generates aVH current in the first crossbar
flowing from lead 1 to lead 2, which traverses the channel of length L (;4 μmin the experiments [1]), and is
finally converted into a nonlocal voltageVNL between leads 5 and 6 by the inverse VHE in the second crossbar.
The corresponding nonlocal resistanceRNL=VNL/I3 has been observed previously also near theDP in
multiterminal graphene due to an externalmagnetic field inducing edge states in the quantumHall regime or the
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Zeeman spinHall effect at higher temperatures [6–10], as well as due to the spinHall effect [10–12]. However,
none of thesemechanisms is operational in the experiment of [1].

Instead, the physics of graphene on hBNwith their crystallographic axes aligned is expected to be governed
by the broken spatial inversion symmetry due to different potentials on two triangular sublattices of carbon
atoms induced by the hBN substrate. This opens a gapEg at theDP of two valleysK andK′ in the band structure
of an infinite two-dimensional sheet of graphene, where ab initio calculations have estimated Eg; 58meV [13].
In addition, the finite Berry curvature [14] of opposite sign at the two valleys was predicted to generate valley-
dependent transverse conductivities, s = e hxy

K 2 and s = -¢ e hxy
K 2 [2–4]. TheVH current is characterized by

the transverse VH conductivity, s s s= - =¢ e h2xy
v

xy
K

xy
K 2 , and zero transverse charge conductivity,

s s s= + º¢ 0xy xy
K

xy
K , within the gap [3, 4, 15]. Such charge-neutral valley currents, denoted also as ‘topological’

[1–4] due to the involvement of the Berry curvature hot spots in reciprocal space, are not conserved but are
expected to be long-rangedwhen the intervalley scattering is weak [15].

However, sxy
v is not directly observable. An attempt to connect sxy

v to observable nonlocal resistance ismade
[1, 4, 5]

s rµ -( ) ( )ℓR e , 1xy
v

xx
L

NL
2 3 v

using semiclassical transport theory [16], which assumes diffusive transport withℓv as the valley diffusion length
[5]. However, semiclassical transport theory is not applicable [17, 18] to electronic transport near theDP. In the
case of G/hBN, this is further emphasized [19] by the presence of the gap forcing electrons to tunnel through the
system,which is a phenomenonwith no classical analog.

The Landauer–Büttiker (LB) formalism [20–22], which offers quantum transport framework to compute
VNL andRNL directly and has been used for decades tomodel nonlocal transportmeasurements [23, 24], yields
RNL≡ 0 near theDP infigure 2(c) inmultiterminal geometries whose channel length is larger than its width
(L/W;4 in the experiments of [1]). Note that in geometries with L<W, we (aswell as [19]) get ¹R 0NL in
figure 2(c). Nevertheless, this is trivially explained by transport through evanescent wave-functions able to
propagate from thefirst to the second crossbar through the gap in such geometries [12, 19].

The numerically exact result infigure 2(c), for aG/hBN systemdescribed by the same simplistic Hamiltonian
employed [1–4, 15] to obtain s ¹ 0xy

v , is clearly incompatible with the interpretation of ¹R 0NL based on the
picture of topological valley currents carried by the Fermi sea states just beneath the gap [3]. Such currents are
conjectured to be persistent and circulating in equilibrium [3], but they becomemediative VH currents
connecting the two crossbars infigure 1 under the application of a bias voltage. Thus, this concept circumvents
the absence of electronic states around theDP, but at a very high price—it demands amajor overhaul of the LB
theory [21] inwhich the absence of states within the gap is a fundamental reason forRNL≡ 0 infigure 2(c).

Another long-standing puzzle is themetallic-like ordinary longitudinal resistivity, ρxx∼10 kΩ, commonly
measured experimentally [1, 25] for theG/hBN channel between the two crossbars despite the expected finite
gap in its bulk. This suggests the presence of additional conduction pathways, such as edge currents observed
very recently [26, 27], which shunt the highly insulating state at low temperatures. However, previous studies
have concluded that edge states are either absent [3] or, when they are present due to zigzag [28, 29] or chiral
[30, 31] arrangement of edge carbon atoms, they become gapped near theDP and dispersionless away from it so
they cannot carry any current [32]. The latter conclusion is reproduced infigure A1(f) in appendix Awherewe
compute the band structure of aG/hBNwire with zigzag edges using the same simplistic Hamiltonian employed
in prior theoretical studies [1–4, 15, 19, 32].

Figure 1. Schematic view of a six-terminal graphene system,whose central region is placed onto the hBN substrate, employed in the
LB formula calculations of nonlocal voltageVNL=V5−V6 between leads 5 and 6 and the corresponding nonlocal resistance
RNL=VNL/I3 in response to injected charge current I3. Black, blue and red circles represent C,N andB atoms, respectively.
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In this work, we demonstrate how to resolve both puzzles:

• RNL≡ 0 (figure 2(c)) obtained formultiterminal G/hBNwhose bulk counterpart exhibits s ¹ 0xy
v

(figure 4(a)),

• metallic-like ρxx usuallymeasured experimentally [1, 25] despite the presumed gap opening around theDP,

using ab initio quantum transport wherewe performdensity functional theory (DFT) calculations combined
with both themultiterminal LB formula (figures 2, 3 and 5) and theKubo formula (figure 4).

These puzzles turn out to be an artifact of the simplisticHamiltonian [1–4, 15, 19, 32], which inadequately
describes G/hBNwires. For example, in contrast to previously obtained [32] gapped band structure for all types
of G/hBNwires, the ab initio band structure (figure 3(a)) ofG/hBNwires with zigzag edges has no gap. The
ab initioHamiltonian combinedwith the LB formula yieldsRNL (figure 2(a)) and ρxx (figure 2(b))whose features
closelymatch thosemeasured in [1]:

• the ρxx peak is wider than theRNL peak,

• themagnitude of theRNL peak decays exponentially with increasing L (figure 5(b)),

• aligned hBN is necessary to obtain ¹R 0NL infigure 2(a)—an isolated zigzag graphenewire also has edge
states (figure B1(a)–(f) in appendix B), but its band structure leads toRNL≡ 0 (figure B2 in appendix B).

Since the resolution of the two puzzles relies on an accurateHamiltonian forG/hBNwires, as well as its
combinationwith a proper quantum theory of observable transport quantities, wefirst summarize

Figure 2. (a), (c), (d)Nonlocal resistanceRNL and (b) longitudinal resistivity ρxx for the device infigure 1whose channel haswidth
W=50nmand lengthL=500 nm, aswell asL=10nm inpanel (c).Weuse ab initio 5NNTBH todescribe theG/hBNchannelwith
zigzag edges inpanels (a), (b), (d); whileNNTBH inequation (12), employed inprevious theoretical studies [1–4, 15, 19, 32], is used in
panel (c). The disorder is introduced either by removing carbon atoms along the edges of the channel (figureC1(b) in appendixC), or by
adding impurities into its bulkwith 30%concentration and long-range (ξ=10aC–C,whereaC–C is carbon–carbonbond length, and
strengthUp=1.275 eV in themodel explained in appendixD) or short-range (ξ=0.1aC−C and effective strength 0.005×Up)
potential. The disorder averaging is performedover 10 samples. The temperature is set atT=20K, as in the experiment of [1].
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inconsistencies arising in previous theoretical analyses. The seminal arguments [2] for theVHE are based on the
semiclassical transport theory describing themotion of a narrowwave-packet constructed by superposing
[2, 33] eigenstates of gappedDiracHamiltonian ĤD with dispersion òk. This assumes that each valley of G/hBN
can be described by

 s s= + Dˆ ( ˆ · ˆ ) ˆ ( )H v k , 2F zD

where vF is the Fermi velocity, s s s=ˆ ( ˆ ˆ ),x y is the vector of the Paulimatrices corresponding to the sublattice

degree of freedom and  k̂ is themomentumoperator. Thewave-packet velocity


 W=

¶
¶

+ ´ ( )d

dt
v

k

k1
, 3k

k
k

acquires an anomalous (second) term [14] due to the Berry curvatureΩkhot spot near the apex of the valley
described by ĤD. SinceWk in valleyKhas opposite direction to that in valley ¢K , electrons belonging to two
valleys will be separated [33] in the opposite transverse directions in the presence of an applied electric fieldE,
which is required to accelerate electrons according to  =d dt ek E. This gives rise [2] to

òs
p

e= W¢ ( ) ( )e

h
d fk , 4xy

K K
k k

,
2

2

Figure 3. (a)Ab initio band structure; (b) zero-temperature two-terminal conductanceG21; and (c)–(f) LDOS atE−EF=0 for an
infinite G/hBNwirewith zigzag edges. Thewire is clean in (c), it includes bulk nanopore in (d), or edge disorder in (e) and (f). Thewire
of widthW=13 nm is described by aDFTHamiltonian, as implemented in theATK [40] package, in the basis of double-zeta
polarized pseudoatomic orbitals [51] onC, B,N and edge passivatingH atoms, and local density approximation is used for the
exchange-correlation functional.
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where f (εk) is the Fermi function forcing the integration over thewhole Fermi sea, i.e. from the bottomof the
band to the Fermi level EF.

However, it has already been pointed out in [19] that nonzero E cannot appear in the linear-response limit of
themultiterminal LB formula [20–22]. The experimentsmeasuringRNL are carefully kept [1] in the linear-
response regime in order to avoid heating of the device and the ensuing thermoelectric effects that can add large
spurious contributions toRNL [7]. Themultiterminal LB formula

Figure 4.Zero-temperature VH conductivity sxy
v computed by theKubo formula for a 2048×2048G/hBN rhomboid supercell

described by: (a)NNTBH in equation (12); or (b) ab initioWannier TBH. The long-range (ξ=10aC−C) or short-range
(ξ=0.1aC−C) disorder used for dashed and dotted lines, respectively, are the same as in the caption offigure 2. The disorder averaging
is performed over 10 configurations.

Figure 5. (a)Nonlocal resistanceRNL(EF) fromfigure 2(a) versus longitudinal resistivity ρxx(EF) from figure 2(b) at Fermi energies
EF�0 for the device infigure 1whoseG/hBN channel with zigzag edges haswidthW=50 nmand length L=500 nm. The channel
is described by ab initio 5NNTBHgenerating band structure shown in figure A1(h). The black stars include short-range disorder
(ξ=0.1aC−C), while blue squares include long-range disorder (ξ=10aC−C)with the same properties given in the caption of figure 2.
The impurity concentration is 30% for both long- and short-range disorder. Panel (b) shows scaling ofRNLwith the channel length L
in the clean case (red solid line), or in the presence of edge disorder (green dash-dot line)depicted in figure C1(b).
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å= -( ) ( )I G V V , 5p
q

pq p q

relates the total charge current Ip in lead p to voltagesVq in all other leads via the conductance coefficients

ò= -
¶
¶

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ ( ) ( )G

e

h
dE

f

E
T E

2
, 6pq pq

2

where the negative derivative of the Fermi function confines the integration to a shell of states of width∼kBT
around EF [21]. The transmission functionsTpq(E) do not include any effect of E [20–22].We use the
multiterminal LB formula implemented inKWANT package [22, 34] to compute

= - ( )V V V , 7NL 5 6

and

= ( )R
V

I
, 8NL

NL

3

in response to an injected charge current I3=−I4 [12]while keeping Ip≡ 0 in the other four leads. A similar
procedure allows us to compute the longitudinal resistivity

r = ( )R
W

L
, 9xx 4T

from the four-terminal resistance

=
- ( )R

V V

I
, 104T

3 5

1

obtained by injecting the current I1=−I2 into the device offigure 1 and by imposing voltage probe conditions,
Ip≡ 0, in leads p=3–6.

The semiclassical arguments for the origin of sxy
v can be replaced by quantum transport theory based on the

Kubo formula [15, 35], which requires tofirst obtain [36, 37] the velocity operator v̂ . The physical consequences
of the equation ofmotion for s=ˆ ˆvv F defined by ĤD [15]

 
s= = ´ - ´[ˆ ˆ ] ( ˆ ˆ ) ˆ ( )d

dt i
H v

Ev
v k v e

1
, 2 , 11F

g
zD

2

are extracted by finding its expectation value in a suitably preparedwave-packet [33, 38] injectedwith given
initial velocity intoG/hBN,where it can propagate even in the absence of any external electric field [38]. Thefirst
termof dv/dt causesZitterbewegungmotion of the center of thewave-packet, while the second one acts on it like
a Lorentz force due to an effectivemagnetic field in the direction of the unit vector ez perpendicular to the
graphene plane. For electrons from the ¢K valley, s= -ˆ ˆv vy F y, leading to opposite direction of this force.

The gappedDiracHamiltonian ĤD is a longwavelength limit of amore general tight-bindingHamiltonian
(TBH). This latter accounts for both valleys and can, therefore, be used to capture intervalley scattering effects.
The TBH,which is preferred for numerical calculations using the LB [19] or theKubo formula (aswell as for
simulations of wave-packet dynamics [33]), is defined on a honeycomb lattice hosting a single pz-orbital per site

å åe= -
á ñ

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )† †H c c t c c . 12
i

i i i
ij

i jTB 1

Here, ˆ†ci (ĉi) creates (annihilates) an electron at site i; the hopping energy t1=2.7 eV is nonzero between
nearest-neighbor (NN) carbon atoms; and the on-site energy εi=±Δ, responsible for the gap Eg=2Δ, is
positive on one atomof the graphene unit cell and negative on the other one to take into account the staggered
potential induced by the hBN substrate (while neglecting any reorganization of chemical bonding or change
in the atomic order of graphene and hBN layers).We useΔ=29meV [13] to computeRNL infigure 2(c) for
G/hBN channel with zigzag edges, as well as to compute its band structure (figure A1(f) in appendix A)
exhibiting gappedflat bands [32].

Figure 4(a) shows sxy
v , computedusing theKubo formula [35, 37] combinedwith a valley-projection scheme

[10, 39], for a rhomboid supercell ofG/hBNwithperiodic boundary conditions describedby ĤTB in equation (12).
The supercell is either cleanor it contains long- or short-range disorder (delineated in appendixD) as additional
terms in the on-site energy εi. In the clean limit, we confirm [15] thatσxy

v =2e2/h is quantized inside the gap
(figure 4(a)), aswell as that the Fermi sea states just beneath the gapprovide themain contribution to it [3]. For long-
range disorder that doesnotmix valleys,σxy

v remains close to the clean limit, butwithin a smaller energy range than
Eg (figure 4(a))due todisorder-inducedbroadening of the states [15].High concentrationof valleymixing short-
range disorder slightly reducesσxy

v (figure 4(a)).
In order to replace ĤTB with amore accurateHamiltonian, we proceed by computing the ab initio band

structure ofG/hBNwires using local-orbital pseudopotential DFT, as implemented inATK [40] andOpenMX
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[41] packages, whose Kohn–Sham (KS)Hamiltonian can be also easily combinedwith the LB formula [42].We
assume stackingwhere oneC atom is over a B atomand the other C atom in the unit cell is centered above the
hBNhexagon, as the energeticallymost stable configuration found inDFT calculations [13]. TheDFT
Hamiltonian for awire—composed of C, B andN atoms, aswell asH atoms passivating dangling bonds along
the zigzag edges—produces the gapless band structure in figure 3(a) and the corresponding zero-temperature
two-terminal conductance = ´G e h5 221

2 (figure 3(b))near theDP (atE−EF=0). This value is insensitive
to the presence of a nanoporewithin the bulk (figure 3(d)), signifying edge transport, but it is reduced to

G e h221
2 in the presence of edge vacancies (figure 3(e)) or quantum interferences generated by edge

vacancies in series (figure 3(f)) due to lack of topological protection against backscattering [32, 43]. The valley-
polarized states [44] above and below theDP are bulk states sinceG21 is reduced at those energies by the presence
of the bulk nanopore (figure 3(d)). The edge states are visualized by plotting the local density of states (LDOS) in
figures 3(c)–(f), which is peaked near the edges but it remains nonzero in the bulk [31]. This can be contrasted
with topologically protected edge states in quantum (ordinary [10], spin [45, 46] and anomalous [47])Hall
insulators,where LDOS in the bulk vanishes. The corresponding local current distributions (figureC1 in
appendix C) shows that edge currents can survive edge disorder breakingG/hBNwire into short zigzag-edge
segments, as suggested also by experiments [26]. TheG/hBNwires with pristine armchair edges do not exhibit
any edge states (figures B1(g)–(l) in appendix B), which, therefore, leads toRNL≡ 0 inmultiterminal geometries
with L>W.

It is worthmentioning that even in systemswith nonzero topological invariants in the bulk band structure,
such as theChern number  in quantumHall and quantum anomalousHall insulators, which counts the
number ofmetallic edge states [32] (note that  º 0 in the case of G/hBN [32]), zigzag edges of the honeycomb
lattice play a special role due to their ability tomodify the energy–momentumdispersion and the corresponding
conductance carried by edge states [47]. They also shrink the spatial extent of edge states [45, 47, 48].
Nevertheless, the presence of nonzero  guarantees that the quantized conductance  ´ e h2 2 will survive
disorder [47], while no such topological protection exists in the case of G/hBNwires whose two-terminal
conductance is nonquantized e h2 2 in the presence of edge disorder (figure 3(b)).

Since the usage of the full DFTHamiltonian is prohibitively expensive for large number of atoms (∼106 in
our LB orKubo formula calculations), we derive simpler ab initioTBHs [49]. Awidely used approach for this
purpose is to transform theDFTHamiltonian to a basis ofmaximally localizedWannier functions in a selected
energywindow around EF [50].We combineWannier TBH (truncated [49] to thirdNNhoppings without loss
of accuracy in the energywindow considered infigure 4)with theKubo formula infigure 4(b), wherewefind
quantized sxy

v in the gap. Furthermore, due to longer range hoppings, sxy
v infigure 4(b) has a surprising

resilience to short-range disorder thatwas not exhibited infigure 4(a) for the simplistic TBHof equation (12).
However, the sameWannier TBHapplied toG/hBNwires generatesmuch larger group velocity e¶ ¶kk xx

of
edge state bands near theDP (figure A1(d) in appendix A) than infigure 3(a) due to lack of information about
atoms (likeH) passivating bonds of edge carbon atoms.Nevertheless, suchWannier TBHcould be useful for
fully encapsulatedG/hBNwires, where edges are not exposed to the environment [1, 26].

Therefore, we derive an alternative ab initioTBH that precisely fits (figure A1(c) in appendix A) the bands
around theDP infigure 3(a). This requires up to the fifthNNhoppings and on-site energies in equation (12),
with adjusted values along the edges (figure A2 in appendix A). The ab initio 5NNTBHcombinedwith the
multiterminal LB formula leads to ¹R 0NL , with a sharp peak (figure 2(a)) near theDP in the case of ballistic
G/hBN channel. In addition, we also calculateRNL and ρxx in the presence of disordered edges, wherewe remove
50%of edge tight-binding sites and also use an additional on-site energy on the remaining edge sites, which is
distributed randomly in the range±1 eV in order tomodel binding of different chemical species to the
outermost carbon atoms [43] (see figure C1(b) in appendix C for illustration), or bulk of different range (in the
model delineated in appendixD). The disorder reduces the height of theRNL peak (figure 2(a)), while
concurrently generating a peak in ρxx (figure 2(b)). Althoughmetallic-like ρxx infigure 2(b) could arise due to
trivial reasons, such as charge inhomogeneity induced by chemical or electrostatic doping at the edges [27],
recent imaging [26] of proximity-induced supercurrents flowing near the edges of G/hBNwires is in accord
with LDOS infigures 3(c)–(f) or local current distributions in figureC1 in appendix C.

It has been argued [1, 4, 5] that experimental confirmation of topological valley currents carried by the Fermi
sea states just beneath the bulk gapEg is achieved by observing different dependences encoded in equation (1),
such as rµR xxNL

3 and µ - ℓR e L
NL

v. However, such dependences were originally derived [16] for the diffusive
spinHall current as themediative current between the two crossbars, and they can be observed for different
types ofmediative currents as long as they propagate by diffusion (as demonstrated by themeasurements of
nonlocal resistance inmultiterminal graphene due to direct and inverse spinHall effect [11]). This is exemplified
byfigure 5(a)wherewefind that ourmediative edge currents can display rµR xxNL

3 dependence in the presence
of experimentally relevant long-range disorder, as well as by figure 5(b)whereRNL decays exponentially with
increasing channel length L in the presence of strong edge disorder (illustrated infigure C1(b) in appendix C).
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Interestingly, the very recent experiments [25] on quasiballistic hBN/G/hBNheterostructures exhibiting
metallic-like rxx havemeasuredRNL that does not scale as rµ xx

3 at low temperaturesT;1.5 K (such cubic
scaling is restored atT;40K). Also, deep into the insulating regime (i.e., with large ρxx)RNL becomes
independent of ρxx [5].

Thus, confirming unambiguously thatRNL originates [1, 4, 5] from topological valley currents carried by the
Fermi sea states just beneath the bulk gap Eg requires to demonstrate the scaling sµ ( )R xy

v
NL

2 in the same regime

where rµR xxNL
3 and µ - ℓR e L

NL
v is found [5]. This, however, is impossible experimentally since sxy

v is not
directlymeasurable. Nevertheless,RNL(EF) and s ( )Exy

v
F can be calculated independently in a chosen interval of

Fermi energies EF, while using the same long-range or short-range disorder in both the LB andKubo formula
calculations. Figure 2(d) plotsRNL(EF) fromfigure 2(a) computed using themultiterminal LB formula versus
s ( )Exy

v
F from figure 4(b) computed using theKubo formula. In both of these calculations, we employ the

ab initio 5NNTBHdelineated in appendix A in order to avoidRNL≡ 0 infigure 2(c) obtained for the case of the
simplisticNNTBH in equation (12).

In conclusion, theRNL peak exists in the clean limit (where r  0xx ) and it is reduced by disorder, whereas
sxy

v is insensitive to disorder at theDP (figure 4(b)). Furthermore, plotting ( )R EFNL versus s ( )Exy
v

F infigure 2(d),
computed for a range ofEF�0 independently while using the same long-range or short-range disorder in both
the LB andKubo formula calculations, reveals that these two quantities are not related in theway conjectured by
equation (1). This strengthens our principal conclusion—the observedRNL is driven by a particular gapless band
structure and its edge eigenstates carrying current near theDPwhile not being protected by any nontrivial
topology of bulk band structure [66], rather than by the Fermi sea dissipationless topological valley currents
conjectured [1–5, 32] for the gappedDirac spectra.
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AppendixA.Ab initio versus tight-binding band structure ofG/hBNwireswith zigzag
edges

The diagonalization of theKSHamiltonian inDFT to obtain the ab initio band structure proceeds by
approximating theHilbert space of all single-electron eigenfunctions with a finite set of basis functions. A
popular basis set is composed of plane-waves (PWs), where varying the energy cutoffmakes it possible to
improve the basis systematically. Linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) basis sets [51, 41] requiremore
tuning.However, theymake it possible to treat supercells containing a large number of atomswithO(N)
computational complexity [52, 53]. They also simplify ab initio quantum transport device simulations—based
on the LB formula combinedwith theKSHamiltonian [42]—where one has to spatially separate the devices into
a central region and semi-infinite leads (as illustrated by figure 1).

A commonly usedminimal LCAObasis set for graphene systems is composed of single-zeta polarized (SZP)
pseudoatomic orbitals [51] onC atoms [54]. However, when this is applied toG/hBNwires—together with
double-zeta polarized (DZP) orbitals [51] onB andN atoms, and SZP orbitals on edge passivatingH atoms—it
leads to the valence band of hBNbeing pushed toward the Fermi levelEF, which incorrectly generates
conduction through the hBN substrate. Therefore, wefirst performDFT calculations forG/hBNwires with
zigzag edges of widthW=13 nmusing a large LCAObasis set provided in theOpenMX package [41] consisting
ofs2p1 orbitals onH atoms ands2p2d1 onC, B andN atomswith cutoff radius 5.0 and 7.0 a.u, respectively.
This gives an accurate reference band structure shown infigure A1(a). The same is reproduced by amedium
SG15 basis set [55] implemented in theATK package [40], as shown infigure A1(b). For both calculations in
figures A1(a) and (b)weuse the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) parametrization of the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) for the exchange-correlation (XC) functional and norm-conserving pseudopotentials for
describing electron–core interactions.
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However, thematrix representations of theKSHamiltonian in both theOpenMX and in the smaller SG15
basis sets are still too large for computationally efficient quantum transport simulations. Therefore, we perform
additional calculations usingDZPorbitals on all atomsC, B,N, andH and Perdew–Zunger parametrization of
the local density approximation (LDA) for the XC functional, which produces a reasonably small KS
Hamiltonianmatrix. The corresponding band structure in figure A1(c)matches the band structure obtained in
figures A1(a) and (b) in the energy interval±0.1 eV around theDP at E−EF=0, which is of interest to
quantum transport studies in the linear-response regime. The samematch (not shown explicitly) remains valid
forG/hBNwires of widthW=50 nmemployed as the channel of the device infigure 1. Thematrix
representation of theKSHamiltonian in the basis ofDZP orbitals is employed to obtain LDOS and conductance
of two-terminal wires infigures 3 andB1.

The very large number of atoms∼106 in ourKubo ormultiterminal LB formula calculationsmakes the
direct usage of KSHamiltonian prohibitively expensive [42]. Instead, aHamiltonianwith aminimal number of
orbitals per atom, as provided by semi-empirical or ab initioTBHs, is required. Awidely used approach to derive
an accurate ab initioTBH [49] is to project theKSHamiltonian onto a basis ofmaximally localizedWannier
functions, which faithfully retains the overlapmatrix elements and their phases, the orbital character of the
bands and the accuracy of the original DFT calculations [50].We compute theKSHamiltonian in the PWbasis

Figure A2. (a) Schematic view of: up to fifth nearest-neighbor hoppings tn between pz-orbitals on each carbon atom; the on-site energy
εi=νA or εi=νB; as well as an additional term in the on-site energy δ for edge carbon atoms required to reproduce (figure A1(c))
ab initio band structure of an isolated graphenewire orG/hBNwirewith zigzag edges using 5NNTBH. (b)Numerical values of
parameters defined in panel (a).

Figure A1. (a)–(d)Ab initio band structure of G/hBNwires of widthW=13 nmwith zigzag edges obtained by diagonalizing: (a)DFT
Hamiltonian in the LCAObasis generated by theOpenMX package [41]; (b)DFTHamiltonian in the SG15 [55] LCAObasis, as
implemented in theATK package [40]; (c)DFTHamiltonian in the LCAObasis composed ofDZP orbitals onC, B,N andHatoms, as
implemented in theATK package [40]; and (d) ab initioWannier TBHconstructed usingWannier90 package [50] to post-process
PWDFT calculations for an infiniteG/hBNheterostructure performed via theVASP [56, 57] package. The red dashed line in panel (c)
plots the band structure obtained from ab initio 5NNTBHwhose parameters are listed infigure A2. (e)–(h)Tight-binding band
structure ofG/hBNor isolated graphenewires of widthW=50 nmwith zigzag edges obtained by diagonalizing: (e)NNTBH in
equation (12)with εi=0 describing isolated graphenewire; (f)NNTBH in equation (12)with εi=±29meVdescribingG/hBN
wire; (g) ab initio 5NNTBHwith parameters in figure A2 describing isolated graphenewire; and (h) ab initio 5NNTBHwith
parameters infigure A2 describingG/hBNwire.
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using theVASP package [56, 57], wherewe consider px, py and pz orbitals onC atoms for bands around theDP of
an infinite G/hBNheterostructure. In theVASP calculations, we choose a PWcutoff energy 500 eV, the PBE
parametrization of theGGA for theXC functional, and the projector augmentedwavemethod for describing
electron–core interactions [58, 59]. The k-pointmesh of size 8×6×1 is used for the Brillouin zone (BZ)
sampling of a rectangular unit cell consisting of four C atoms.

Thus, the derivedWannier TBH, truncated [49] to thirdNNhoppings without loss of accuracy of band
structure in the interval considered infigure 4(b), is useful for theKubo formula calculations (figure 4(b)) on
rhomboid supercells with periodic boundary conditions. However, theWannier TBHgenerates a too large
group velocity e¶ ¶kk xx

of edge state bands near theDP infigure A1(d)when compared to those infigures
A1(a)–(c) obtained directly fromDFT calculations. This is because theVASP calculations for the periodic
supercell of G/hBNused to construct theWannier TBHdid not include information about edges and edge
passivating atoms.Nevertheless, theWannier TBHcould be useful for fully encapsulated hBN/G/hBNwires
[25, 26], where edges are not exposed to the environment andwhere a large group velocity of edge state bands
near theDP infigure A1(d)wouldmake edge currentsmore resilient to disorder.

Therefore, we resort to the construction of another ab initioTBHvia the least square fitting [60] of the bands
around theDP, as shown infigure A1(c), while keeping inmind possible problemswith overfitting [49]. Such
ab initioTBHwith single pz-orbital per site includes up tofifthNNhoppings and on-site energies illustrated in
figure A2(a) and listed in figure A2(b). The ab initio 5NNTBH is used in the computation ofRNL infigures 2(a),
2(d), 5 and B2; ρxx infigure 2(b); and local current distribution infigureC1.

Figures A1(e) and (f) plot the band structure of isolated graphene andG/hBNwires, bothwith zigzag edges
andwidthW=50 nm, respectively, obtained by diagonalizing the simplistic TBH in equation (12), which
includes only theNNhopping [32]. The same band structures are recomputed infigures A1(g) and (h),
respectively, using the ab initio 5NNTBH fromfigure A2. The nonlocal resistancesRNL for channels of
multiterminal device infigure 1with band structures shown infigures A1(h), (f) and (g) are plotted in
figures 2(a), (c) andB2, respectively. The gapped band structure infigure A1(f) for the simplistic NNTBH in
equation (12)was obtained previously in [32]. Theflat bands connecting the two valleys at the gap boundary
correspond to edge states, and they are inherited from the band structure of an isolated graphenewirewith
zigzag edges shown in figure A1(e). That is, simulating the presence of hBNby using the staggered on-site energy
εi=±Δ inNNTBN in equation (12) simply opens the gap between the flat bands infigure A1(e) to produce the
band structure infigure A1(f). Both of these band structures, which are an artifact of the simplistic NNTBH
[31, 61] or continuousDiracHamiltonianwith appropriate boundary conditions [62], do not generate edge
currents [63]. This contradicts experimental observation of edge currents near theDP in isolated graphenewires
with zigzag edges [28] or inG/hBNwires where some zigzag segments are present [26]. These edge currents [26]
are responsible for themetallic-like resistivityρxx infigure 2(b), which is also observed experimentally [1, 25, 26].

Appendix B.Ab initio band structure and quantum transport through isolated graphene
wirewith zigzag edges orG/hBNwirewith armchair edges

For comparisonwith figure 3, we provide identically calculated panels in figures B1(a)–(f) for an isolated
graphenewirewith zigzag edges and infigures B1(g)–(l) for aG/hBNwirewith armchair edges, both of the same
widthW=13 nm. For this purpose, we use LCAOpseudopotential DFT implemented in theATK package [40],
where theKSHamiltonian is represented in the basis ofDZP orbitals onC, B,N andH atoms, LDA is used for
XC functional and the energymesh cutoff for the real-space grid is chosen as 75.0Hartree. Careful comparison
shows that the hBN substrate splits the edge bands near theDP—see inset infigure 3(a)—and also slightly
changes the spatial extension of the corresponding eigenstates. This helps tomake conductance infigure 3(b)
more resilient to quantum interference effects in the case of a series of edge vacancies infigure 3(f), thereby
evading antiresonance in the conductance at theDP infigure B1(b).

Despite the existence of edge eigenstates in isolated graphenewires with zigzag edges, using its ab initio 5NN
TBH to describe the channel of the device infigure 1 leads toRNL≡ 0 infigure B2 for L?W geometry. This is in
accordwith experiments of [1] orfigure 2(a), where aligned hBN is necessary to obtain ¹R 0NL bymodifying the
energy–momentumdispersion of edge eigenstates from that shown infigure A1(g) to the one shown in
figure A1(h).

In contrast to the simplisticNNTBH for an isolated graphenewirewith armchair edges, which predicts that
those composed of +p3 2 dimers aremetallic [61], DFT calculations show that armchair wires of all widths
have an energy gap [61]. The energy gap infigure B1(g) ofG/hBNwires with armchair edges can be larger
(depending on thewirewidth) than the gapEg; 58meV [13] of bulkG/hBNbecause of transverse confinement
in the case of wire geometry. As shown infigures B1(i)–(l), such gappedwires have no edge states around theDP.
Since their two-terminal conductanceG21 infigure B1(h) is zerowithin the gap, usingG/hBNwires with
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armchair edges as the channel between the two crossbars in the device infigure 1 leads to ºR 0NL for L?W
geometry.

AppendixC. Local current distribution in clean or edge-disorderedG/hBNwireswith
zigzag edges

Figure C1 plots the local current distribution inG/hBNwires with zigzag edges, where current at a site of the
tight-binding lattice is obtained by summing all bond currents [63, 64]flowing from that site to all other sites to
which it is connected by nonzero hoppings of the ab initio 5NNTBH infigure A2. In the case of an infinite clean
homogeneousG/hBNwirewith zigzag edges, figure C1(a) reveals edge currents flowing in narrow strips near
the edgewithminuscule valueflowing through the bulk [31]. Upon introducing edge disorder [43], whose

Figure B2.Nonlocal resistanceRNL for the device infigure 1whose clean isolated graphene channel with zigzag edges haswidth
W=50 nm and length L=10 nmor L=500 nm.Weuse ab initio 5NNTBH to describe the channel, which generates band
structure shown infigure A1(g). The temperature is set atT=20K, as in the experiment of [1].

Figure B1. (a)Ab initio band structure; (b) zero-temperature two-terminal conductanceG21; and (c)–(f) LDOS atE−EF=0 for an
infinite isolated graphenewirewith zigzag edges. Thewire is clean in (c), includes a bulk nanopore in (d), or edge disorder in (e) and (f).
Panels (g)–(l) show the counterpart information for an infiniteG/hBNwirewith armchair edges. Bothwires havewidthW=13 nm
and are described by theDFTHamiltonian, as implemented in theATK [40] package, in the basis ofDZP orbitals onC, B,N and edge
passivatingH atoms, and LDA is used for theXC functional. Each panel (a)–(f) or (g)–(l) can be contrastedwith the corresponding
panels infigure 3 for G/hBNwires with zigzag edges.
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properties are defined infigureC1(b) andwhich is also used to compute edge disorder effects onRNL and ρxx in
figures 2 and 5(b), we find that some part of the electron flux is deflected into the bulk of thewire. Nevertheless,
as long as theG/hBNwire contains short zigzag-edge segments local current is confined near the edges, in
agreementwith very recent experimental imaging [26] of proximity-induced supercurrents inG/hBNwires.

AppendixD.Models for long-range and short-range disorder in the bulk

The long-range and short-range disorder—employed in the LB formula calculations infigures 2 and 5(a), as well
as in theKubo formula calculations infigure 4—ismodeled as additional on-site energy terms in TBHs
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ˆ ( ) ˆ ˆ ( )†V V c cR , D.1
n

N

i n i i
1

p

whereNp is the number of impurities, ˆ†ci (ĉi) creates (annihilates) an electron at site i and

å
=

x
x

=
- -

- -( ) ( )
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e
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N r R

r R

1
2

2

i n

i n

tot 2 2

2 2

is the contribution at site i due to an impurity placed at positionRn. HereNtot is the total number of lattice sites,
Un is a uniform randomvariable in the interval [−Up,Up] and ξ is the spatial range of the impurity potential.

FigureC1. Local current distribution in an infiniteG/hBNwirewith zigzag edges of widthW=13 nmdescribed by the ab initio 5NN
TBH infigure A2, which generates band structure shown infigure A1(h). Thewire is clean homogeneous in (a) or edge-disordered in
(c). The edge disorder, introduced on both edges over the length of 20 nm, is illustrated in panel (b)wherewe remove 50%of edge
tight-binding sites and also use an additional on-site energy on the remaining edge sites, which is distributed randomly in the range±1
eV in order tomodel binding of different chemical species to the outermost carbon atoms [43].
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Using this definition, the parameterK0 in theGaussian correlator (á¼ñdenotes disorder averaging)
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F r r

,
0

2

2
2i j

2 2

is given byK0∼NpNtotUp
4/t1

4 (t1 is NN hopping) and it is independent of the spatial range ξ. This definition
is similar to the one used in previous studies [17, 18, 65], but it employs a range-dependent strength of the
impurity potential, which allows us to compare impurity potentials with the sameUp but different ξ
parameters. The short-range disorder employed in figures 2, 4 and 5(a) is modeled using ξ=0.1aC−C and
strengthUp=1.275 eV, while for long-range disorder we use ξ=10aC−C and effective strength
;0.005×Up, where aC−C≈1.42Å is the carbon–carbon bond length. Thus, such long-range disorder can
capture puddles induced by charged impurities of effective strength∼10meV, which is similar to realistic
samples where the depth of the charged puddles is of the same order as the gap Eg.

Appendix E. Valley-projection scheme forKubo formula calculations

The valley-projection scheme [10, 39]we employ for numerically exact calculations of theVH conductivity sxy
v

infigure 4 via the real-space Kubo formula [36, 37] relies on the artificial separation of the BZ of graphene intoK
and ¢K regionswith different chirality. In this scheme, the current defined over thewhole BZ is separated into an
electronic current due electrons in theK ( ¢K ) valley. This can be done by projecting theα-component of the
velocity operator in the followingway
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K . As shown infigure E1, when computing

theHall conductivities for each of the two valleys, sxy
K and s ¢

xy
K , a lot of noise is generated from stochastic

calculation of the trace in the real-spaceKubo formula [36, 37]. Thesefluctuations are randomand as such do
not obey any symmetry of the system. But oncewe compute theVH conductivity, s s s= - ¢

xy
v

xy
K

xy
K , this noise is

filtered away because it does not have opposite chirality. However, whenwe introduce disorder effects that
scatter electrons between the two valleys, such a property is removed and one should proceed to smooth out
thesefluctuations by averaging overmany disorder realizations.

Figure E1.Hall conductivity computed in sK , xy
K (red line), and s¢ ¢K , xy

K (blue line), regions of the BZ of graphenewhose difference

gives theVHconductivity, s s s= - ¢
xy
v

xy
K

xy
K (black line). These curves are obtained by evaluating the real-space Kubo formula

[36, 37] for 2048×2048 rhomboid supercell of G/hBNheterostructure described by the simplisticNNTBH in equation (12).
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